Relationship between the Training of Young Recruits and Values of Bite Forces
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ABSTRACT

Analysis of masticatory function is the basis of clinical work in almost all fields of dentistry. Bite forces are the expression and measure of masticatory function. Physical training has an effect on the development of functional ability, motoric ability of the organism and the formation of desired physical proportions. The purpose of this study was to examine the association between physical fitness and bite force values. Because of strictly defined regulations in the army with regard to training and nutrition, Croatian Army recruits were ideal examinees for this examination. The examinees were 135 recruits. Bite forces were measured on three places (area of the central incisors, left and right in the area of the first molars) before and after three-months of training. Of all the examinees, 108 had increased their body weight, 12 had decreased it and 15 had not changed their body weight. The median of measured forces in the recruits prior to training was 291 N in the right (lateral quadrant), 285.5 N in the left lateral quadrant and 205 N in the anterior area. After training the median of measured forces in the right quadrant was 312 N, in the left 313 N and in the anterior area 216 N. Greater bite forces after training on all measured places were statistically proved. Increased activity of masticatory muscles can have the same effect on the values of bite forces as bite training. There are few data on the correlation between physical muscles and values of bite forces. The results of those studies are doubtful. In this study, after three months of conditional training, the body mass of the recruits had increased and they expressed greater values of bite forces. However, correlation between body mass and bite forces cannot be proved with certainty.
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Introduction

Analysis of masticatory function is the basis of clinical work in almost all fields of dentistry. Force is the physical category that arises from the dynamic and static muscular stress and depends on the morphological characteristics of the muscles. Contraction of the muscles induces bioelectric and biochemical processes which generate force, depending on the strength of the muscles. The strength of the muscles depends on the muscle activity such as movement, contraction which represents the transfer of force, and on the muscular force, i.e. tension in the tendons. Muscular force however is dependent on the section and length of the muscles, type of muscular contraction, frequency of impulses which activate the muscle, biorhythm, training, gender and age. Bite forces are the expression and measure of masticatory functions.¹³ Dependent variables are influenced by a series of internal and external factors; internal factors are biologically possible forces, while external factors are the condition of the oral cavity, constitution, anthropometric variables, weight and height, etc. Several previous studies examined the relationship between bite forces and facial types⁴⁻⁶. Naturally, apart from physical characteristics, the influence of malocclusion on the expression of bite forces is inevitable⁷. The type of food (nourishment) and oral habits must also be taken into account. In an epidemiological study Corruccini⁸ concluded that the rural population had stronger bite forces than the urban population, who consume refined food. This is corroborated by the high values of bite forces in Eskimos and Aborigines, who also consume tougher and harder food. At the
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same time the maximal values of bite forces are one of the factors in the choice of construction material used in prosthetics.

When measuring maximal bite forces, it is important to emphasise that stimulation of the muscles, such as training, and also the desire of the subject to attain forceful bite, can also have an influence on the increased bite forces\(^9\)–\(^{13}\). A limiting factor is pain, the patient’s fear of breaking a tooth (fillings, crowns etc.), and the characteristics of the measuring instrument itself\(^4\).

Following the independence of the Republic of Croatia in 1995, national army service lasted nine months for adolescents and professional soldiers. Recruits had physical training several times a week and were tested for physical ability.

Physical training has an effect on the development of functional ability, motoric ability of the organism (strength, speed, flexibility, agility, coordination, preciseness and balance) and the formation of desired physical proportions (reduced fatty and increased muscular tissue). Thus, its positive influence on the values of bite forces is anticipated.

The purpose of this study was to examine the association between physical fitness and bite force values. Because of strictly defined regulations in the army with regard to training and nutrition, Croatian Army recruits were ideal examinees for this examination.

**Subjects and Method**

The examinees were 135 recruits, aged 18–27 years from the »Kralj Zvonimir« Barracks in Zagreb. Basic training involves three months of conditioning, three times a week in the morning, in which the recruits engage in a wide variety of physical activities, which are designed to improve their level of fitness. In addition, they are regularly tested for physical readiness. Bite forces were measured by an electronic gnathodynamometer\(^1\) on three places (area of the central incisors, left and right in the area of the first molars) before and after three-months of training. To familiarize the examinees with the equipment, they were asked to bite three times all the measurement places, and these results were not recorded. Apart from bite forces, body height and weight were measured at the beginning and end of conditioning. A clinical examination of the oral cavity was performed and data on age were recorded.

Data were analysed by descriptive statistics and Wilcoxon’s rank test, and the computer programme SPSS 13.

**Results**

The one hundred and thirty-five recruits were aged from 19 to 27 years (mean 22 yrs.). On arrival, the height of the recruits ranged from 160 to 199 cm (mean 180 cm), and body weight from 55 to 126 kg (mean 75 kg). After three months of obligatory training the values of body weight ranged from 59 to 121 kg (mean 78 kg), showing an increase in weight of approximately 3 kg (Table 1). Body weight increased in 108 examinees, decreased in 12 and in 15 their body weight did not change (Table 2). Significant statistical difference was determined in body weight before and after training (p<0.01).

During statistical analysis of bite forces, only those examinees with antagonistic contact in the measurement areas and with all teeth were taken into account. Thus of the 135 examinees, 128 had teeth in the right lateral region, 126 in the left and 123 in the anterior region. The measured forces in the recruits prior to training ranged from 107 to 824 N (median 291 N) in the right, and from 104 to 824 N (median 285.5 N) in the left lateral quadrant. Forces measured in the anterior area ranged from 103 to 582 (median 205 N). After training, the measured values of forces in the right quadrant were 101 to 872 N (median 292 N) in the left 108 to 868 N (313 N) and in the anterior area 116 to 600 N (median 216 N) (Figure 1, Table 3). Expression of the values of bite forces, depending on the number of examinees, is shown in the Table 4. Greater bite forces after training on all measured places.
were statistically proved (Table 5). Figure 2 shows the increase in the measured variables, body weight and values of bite forces in percentages.

**Discussion**

In this study an attempt was made to demonstrate the influence of physical training on the strength of masticatory muscles by measuring bite forces. Examinees were recruits from the Croatian Army, who underwent intensive training of physical readiness over a period of three months. Measurement of bite forces before and after training showed statistically significantly increased bite forces on all three measured places (p>0.01 for force measured on the posterior teeth and p>0.05 on the anterior teeth). The increased values of forces amounted to 5.4% in the anterior quadrant, 9.6% in the left and 7.2% in the right lateral quadrant.

Investigation of bite forces has intrigued scientists for many years. The literature points out that males seem to show higher maximal biting forces than females. As in this study only male subjects were examined, the influence of gender cannot be discussed, although it has been demonstrated that gender does influence maximal biting force. The best method to eliminate the variable of gender would be to limit the study to only one gender which we have done. Ivaniš et al. found correlation between measured anthropometric dimensions and bite forces in males, aged between 18 and 24 years, in which the influence of weight was significant and positive, while the influence of height was not found. Shian and Wang achieved a similar result in a sample of 2034 high school and students. They consider that bite force depends more on gender than on the muscular strength of the body. At the same time, they established that individuals with stronger musculature show greater values of bite forces. Braun et al. determined statistically significant and positive correlation with gender in a sample of 142 students (aged 26–40 years), while the coefficient
correlation for age, weight and physical type was small, although greatest for weight (r=0.401).

Increased activity of masticatory muscles can have the same effect on the values of bite forces as bite training3-12. Brekhhaus et al.9,10 showed an increase in bite forces in males after fifty days of chewing small cubes of paraffin wax for one hour daily, but also a drop in the same variable two weeks after training was stopped. The values of bite forces after training were up to 20% greater compared to the initial values. This indicates the incomplete use of the conditions of the bite mechanism in civilised individuals. Kiliaridis et al.11 consider that chewing hard chewing gum one hour daily for a period of 4 weeks has an influence on the functional capacity of masticatory muscles and increases their strength. Individuals who chew with one side also show greater values of force in that area1. However, there are studies in which increase in the values of forces after training was not recorded. On the contrary, in a study by Brekhahuas9 forces were weaker after training than in a control group who had not carried out training. Thompson et al. believe that training of chewing is similar to running, which does not increase strength, at least not significantly, but rather increases endurance, and thus the authors consider that the training of chewing does not have a significant influence on the expression of maximal bite forces7.

Apart from strength of the muscles, receptors in the periodontal membrane, and not the strength of the masticatory muscles, in particular the periodontal membrane, are primary a cause of the resilience of the periodontal membrane, not the strength of the masticatory muscles. In individuals who chew with great force hypertrophy of the periodontal tissue occurs and hence such individuals show great values of force. The psychological factor in the demonstration of greater forces should also not be overlooked. Parafunctional movements are associated with contraction of the muscles and teeth grinding. It has been demonstrated that bruxism increases the activity and volume of the masticatory muscles, although its influence on bite forces is controversial19.

Nishigava et al.20 demonstrated that forces expressed by bruxism during sleep are identical to the maximal values expressed during the day. Lamey et al.21 showed that individuals with migraine have a greater volume of masticatory muscles and express 70% greater values of bite forces than people without the aforementioned symptoms.

There are few data on the correlation between physical muscles and values of bite forces. Jenkins considers that athletically built individuals, in spite of the general superiority of their muscles and neuromuscular control, do not express greater bite forces22. Linderholm & Wennström23 did not find correlation between bite forces and general muscular strength or physical constitution in young men. Misch considers that tall, athletically built individuals express greater values of bite forces26.

On the other hand, in this study changes in the physical weight of recruits after conditional training were taken as a variable. It was anticipated that muscular mass and consequently body weight increases after training. The average increase in body weight of 3 kg after training in 108 of the 135 recruits was statistically significant (p<0.01). All the recruits were included in the statistical analysis of the changed bite forces, regardless of the increase in body weight, as they had all completed the same training.

Military personnel must meet the body composition and physical fitness standards24. Conditional training and the quality of nutrition contribute to this. The general oral and oral health of military personnel has a positive influence on the performance of conditional training and combat readiness. Musculoskeletal injuries are the leading cause of lost productivity in the armed forces. A low level of physical fitness is associated with risk for cardiovascular morbidity, even in younger individuals25. Greater values of bite forces in healthy individuals have been determined in relation to individuals of poor health14. Brajdić et al.26 also found poor dental status in recruits and active army personnel, in spite of the fact that dental care was provided. Thus, during evaluation of the values of bite forces the condition and number of teeth should not be overlooked. According to Ššek, combat readiness in the Croatian Army is low because of the need for frequent dental interventions27.

Conclusion

In conclusion it can be said that after three months of conditional training the body mass of the recruits had increased and they expressed greater values of bite forces. However, correlation between body mass and bite forces cannot with certainty be proved, although training had an indirect influence on increased strength of the masticatory muscles, individual endurance, and consequent ability to express greater values of bite forces.
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